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Skills Update for Managing Implant Side Effects and Removal: Implementation Guide

You have identified a need for a skills update on contraceptive implant removal with providers you work with. Use this guide and decision aid (Figure 1) to help structure and design a training that is right for the providers and your situation.

Figure 1. Decision aid

Who? Determine who your learners are and if this is the appropriate training for them.

The objective of this Skills Update Course is to update current contraceptive implant providers on the skills for implant side effect management and removal. Determine if all of the providers who are the intended learners meet the selection criteria below:

- Currently and competently providing family planning (FP) services, including implants (within the past year)
- Interested in receiving a skills update in implant side effects management and removal
Recommended by service delivery site supervisor to conduct implant removals for clients upon completion of this course

Optional: Willingness to coach other service providers to conduct implant removals (if requested by the facility in-charge or site supervisor)

Those providers who are not trained in providing FP services AND implant insertion are not suitable for this course.

Once the learners are identified and appropriately selected, determine how many facilitators are needed for the course.

- One to five learners: one facilitator
- Six to 10 learners: two facilitators
- More than 10 learners: one facilitator per every five learners (for example: if 20 learners, there should be four facilitators)

Next, select facilitators who are qualified clinical trainers with facilitation skills that include:

- Competence in implant service provision
- Proficiency in knowledge and skills transfer
- Demonstrated use of competency or performance assessment tools

If you have more learners than available facilitators, consider scheduling separate trainings as to not compromise individual learning. For example, if there are 10 learners identified but only one facilitator available, split the learners into two groups of five and conduct two separate trainings at different times of the year.

Where? Determine the most appropriate location for the Skills Update Course.

There are two considerations for selecting a location: accessibility to the learners and the client volume of a facility. Ideally, trainings occur at the learner’s own work site facility, if it has a high volume of implant clients. The availability of clients should be the most prioritized objective when choosing the location of the training. The timing of the course should be prioritized around client availability or an attempt should be made to respectfully schedule clients accordingly. Evaluate the volume of implant visit and removal clients at each learner’s facility to better understand the training context. If volume is low, it may be necessary for that learner’s clinical practice to take place in a setting where there are more clients. Otherwise, begin to plan for how to practice with clients. Plan to have at least four cases per participant in case competency is not achieved on the first two cases. Performance and competence will be based on a learner’s ability to demonstrate competence during clinical practice with two clients. High-volume facilities, mobile outreach events, or partnering with other organizations should be explored as options when considering the location and timing of conducting the skills update.

The theoretical learning and practice section of this skills update may be delivered at the facility work site or an offsite location (another health facility or nonfacility site). In either case, learners will still need to demonstrate competency in clinical practice at a facility work site. You may have high client volume at a facility site but not enough space at the facility to conduct the theoretical learning and practice part of the training with a large group. In this case, you may need to arrange for a nearby offsite location to conduct the theoretical part of the training and schedule clients at the work facility for the following day. An option for low-volume settings may be for the next-day clinical practice to be opened near
where learners from low-volume centers completed the offsite theoretical training. Select the location based on identified learner access and client volume:

- **Onsite**: Theoretical learning and practice are conducted at the facility work site.
  - Consider if there is adequate space at the facility work site. This part of the training may require access to a projector or white/paper/chalkboard, in addition to enough space for the group-based activities and practice simulations on the models.
  - If this is not a high-volume facility, focus on building the caseload to align with the timing of the training (e.g., through scheduling an outreach/in-reach or booking clients with consent).

- **Offsite**: Learners gather from various facilities at one location (a centrally located facility or a nonfacility site, such as a hotel or conference hall) for the theoretical portion of the training and arm model practice.
  - Consider selecting an offsite location that has residential capacity for learners and facilitators, and that is close to the work facility if they do not reside nearby.
  - If offsite, this part of the training will not be conducted at the learner’s work facility. You should focus on building the caseload for each of the learners back at their individual facility sites or a nearby, high-volume facility. Attempt to build caseload to align with the timing of the training (e.g., through scheduling an outreach/in-reach or booking clients) so that the day following the theoretical learning and practice section is the client practice at the work facility.

In all locations, practice activities are designed to be performed using the learner workbook materials and arm models, which should be provided for the learners.
What? Determine what you need to prepare.

Before the start of the training, check that the materials and consumables needed for the training are available. The checklist in Table 1 can be used as a job aid for the facilitator and/or organizer when preparing for the training.

Table 1. Facilitator’s Materials Checklist for Implant Removal Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Quantity Needed (Facilitator to complete)</th>
<th>Source (who is responsible for supplying)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator guide and learner workbooks</td>
<td>One facilitator guide and one learner workbook per facilitator • One learner workbook per learner</td>
<td>Responsible: organizer Recipient: facilitator and learners Availability status:</td>
<td>Facilitator is responsible for coordinating with the organizer to make sure there are enough printed facilitator’s guides and learner workbooks for each facilitator and learner.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tests</td>
<td>Two tests for each learner</td>
<td>Responsible: organizer Recipient: facilitator and learners Availability status:</td>
<td>Facilitator is responsible for coordinating with the organizer to make sure there are enough printed tests for each learner to have a pre- and post-test.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implant insertion/removal simulator model</td>
<td>One model per three to four learners</td>
<td>Responsible: organizer Where to borrow:</td>
<td>Facilitator is responsible for coordinating with the organizer for access to the models and checking to ensure that the models are functional.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Unit Quantity</td>
<td>Unit Quantity Needed (Facilitator to complete)</td>
<td>Source (who is responsible for supplying)</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Implant removal instrument kit | One kit per learner                     |                                                | Responsible: organizer
Recipient: participating facility
Availability status: | • Facilitator is responsible for coordinating with the organizer to make sure that the instrument kits have been delivered to the training venue, and appropriate documentation and reporting of turnover of the kits have been done.
• While each kit is supplied to a learner, the ownership of the kits lies with the work facility of the learner. |
| Simulation practice activity accessories for each practice station: | Enough accessory items for each practice station (three rounds of practice) |                                                | Responsible: organizer
Recipient: facilitator
Where to access supply: | • Facilitator is responsible for site readiness for simulation practice.
• Schedule training to coincide with facility readiness for clinical practice. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Quantity Needed (Facilitator to complete)</th>
<th>Source (who is responsible for supplying)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Clinical practice consumable materials (for each client) | Enough consumables for each client | Responsible: facilitator and clinical facility site | Readiness status: | • Facilitator is responsible for site readiness for clinical practice.  
  • If materials are needed to start clinical practice, the facilitator is expected to coordinate with the organizer and the facility administration to have these available.  
  • Schedule training to coincide with facility readiness for clinical practice.  
  • The learner workbook also includes a practice log in the annex, if the facilitator decides to require additional documentation of practice by learner. |
| • Sterile surgical gloves                      |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Sterilized linen for cover                   |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Sterilized or high-level disinfection instrument kits |                                    |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Lodophor antiseptic                          |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • 1% anesthetic                                |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Sterile syringe and needle                   |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Adhesive tape                                |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Cotton gauze                                 |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Elastic bandage                              |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| Registry book                                  | One per facility                       | Responsible: facilitator and clinical facility site | Readiness status: | • Facilitator is responsible for site readiness for clinical practice documentation.  
  • If materials are needed to document and report, the facilitator is expected to coordinate with the organizer and the facility administration to have these available.  
  • Schedule training to coincide with facility readiness for clinical practice.                                                                 |
| • Existing or revised registry logbook         |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Includes referral entry                      |                                        |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| Documentation form                             |                                        | Responsible: facilitator and clinical facility site | Readiness status: |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Each client documented with this form and included in their medical record folder |                                    |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |
| • Includes final disposition (referred, removed, or reinserted) |                                 |                                               |                           |                                                                                                                                       |

Clinical Practice: Building Caseload

Learners are required to demonstrate competency in at least two clinical practice opportunities. Since some learners will not be able to demonstrate competency in one case and may need more than two cases for clinical practice, consider scheduling double the amount of cases for clinical practice. Additionally, further practice may be requested by or recommended to certain learners to increase experience and confidence in conducting implant removals. There are two main approaches to build caseload for learners:

- **Next-Day Approach:** This approach is used if conducting the training in a high-volume facility or if the clients are arranged to be available for implant removal the same week of the training. This approach may also be used if prospectively scheduling the training around a mobile outreach event or prescheduled day or week with multiple implant removal clients.

- **Later-Date Approach:** This approach is used if conducting the training at a site with initially low client caseload. In this approach, the facilitator and each learner work together to schedule clients one at a time or on particular days following the training. On these dates, the facilitator will need to assess the learners in their respective facilities for skill competency. The facilitators may also use this opportunity to assist with any further issues or questions that may arise. It is advised to complete at least one clinical practice with a client within 5 days from the training. If there are more than 5 days between the training and the learner’s first client practice, have the learner take home the arm model for practice before the learner’s first client.

In both approaches, the learners will need to help build their caseload by booking implant clients on specific days. The facilitators might also need to help by requesting facilities to refer all identified cases to the learner facility on a defined date.

It is critical to consider the client’s needs first and foremost. A training event should never compromise the safety or availability of services for the client. For example, if you wish to book the client for removal at a later date (no more than 5 days from her original request), the client should be allowed to reject this request and receive services from a skilled provider immediately, as available. If the client is willing to delay her removal for a few days, make sure she is well informed and has consented to doing so. Remember, there is always a risk of an implicit power dominance of the provider in this interaction. The provider should be cognizant of this and attempt to mitigate a balance. The client has a right to information and the agency to decide when to receive services if options are available to her. In the situation where the facility does not currently have a functional removal service, rescheduling or referral to the next nearest facility should be done within the training time frame or no more than 5 days from the client’s original request. If there are options for scheduling a client’s removal service, offer all to the client and respect her decision if she does not choose an appointment that coordinates with the client practice training. In any case, speaking with the client about her options and seeking her consent for scheduling her for client practice is the right approach.

A partner organization that conducts family planning campaigns, in-reaches, or outreaches might be an avenue for building caseload for learners. In-reaches are defined as clinical teams that join facility teams at a health facility to support the provision of services that are traditionally offered in that facility. Outreaches are defined as clinical teams offering services in the community or in a facility that does not traditionally offer those services. Coordination with a point person from these organizations with clinical teams will be essential for planning the schedule of events, booking clients, and obtaining any permissions necessary for collaboration.
Optional or Required Follow-Up Visits

As the implementer of the Skills Update Course, you will have to decide based on the course parameters you identified above whether to require the facilitator to conduct follow-up visits to each learner work site.

Requiring a follow-up visit may be important for when training and client competency are achieved within a two-day timeline to ensure that quality implant removal services and side effect management are being continued. If requiring follow-up visits, be sure to tell the facilitators specifically when to conduct these visits (i.e., weeks or months later) and to use their follow-up tool during these visits (found in Annex C of the facilitator’s guide).

Whether required or not, follow-up visits should take place whenever a learner has not achieved competency, if additional one-on-one support is needed, or if there are doubts about a learner’s competency. Follow-up visits are optional but encouraged, even after the learner has achieved competence for continuity of skills development and retention.